WALL
SPOUTS
Atlantic’s Wall Spouts add old world charm
with a modern twist. Cast from three
pounds of solid brass, these spouts
have an oil rubbed bronze finish
that evokes the past while fitting
in perfectly with contemporary
walls and patios. Available
in two styles.

Add a SOL LED Spout Light to illuminate
your spouts in the evening. Available in
Warm White and Color Changing.

FORMAL SPILLWAY SYSTEM

HARDSCAPE
P R O D U C T G U I D E

To make installing our Formal Spillways even easier, we have Basin
Kits in three sizes that are perfect for all of our spillways. Elevated
or below grade and flush with your patio, these basin kits are
universal and versatile. From the pump to the fittings, the glue
to the flexible tubing, these kits have it all.

FOUNTAIN SYSTEM
Atlantic Fountain Basins are the best-designed on the market, with
deep plumbing channels on top of the basins, internal support
cones, easy access pump chambers and external flow adjustment
for convenient installation and maintenance. Pair with our Color
Changing Vases or choose a favorite from your local supplier.

D E S I G N E D & M A N U F A C T U R E D B Y:

FLEXIBLE BASINS
Atlantic’s Flexible Basins are the perfect choice for custom block
reservoirs up to eight feet wide. Available in Tan and Grey, these
rip stop PVC reservoirs eliminate corner folds and wrinkles of
makeshift EPDM constructs. Includes 10”x10” backing plates
for plumbing submersible or external pumps.
Sizes: 4’ W x 2’ D x 16” H
6’ W x 2’ D x 16” H
8’ W x 2’ D x 16” H

E C O - R I S E & 3 - WAY D I V E R T E R
The extremely strong radial structure of the Eco-Rise handles the
weight of heavy fountain pieces whether its oversized and bulky
or narrow with a focused load point.
This unique design provides a stable
base over Atlantic Eco-Blox and
can be used in conjunction with
the 3-way diverter; allowing for flow
control of up to three fountain pieces.

DISCOVER THE DIFFERENCE
WWW.ATLANTICWATERGARDENS.COM
P 330.274.8317 | TF 1.877.80PONDS | F 330.274.8790
INFO@ATLANTICWATERGARDENS.COM

LIGHTING

SCUPPERS
Atlantic’s Colorfalls are a perfect fit for formal retaining walls.
You’ll be able to enjoy the beauty of
your water feature day or night.
Available in four colors and
three sizes: 12”, 24” & 36”.
12”

Bring a polished and sophisticated spillway to your hardscape with
Brushed Stainless Steel and Antique Copper Finish Scuppers. The
load bearing bodies and non-clogging weirs are available in the
same sizes as our Colorfalls. These sleek, elegant spillways are as
easy to install and maintain as they are attractive. Available in
three sizes: 12”, 24” & 36”

12”

Fire Red

Crystal White

SOL White

Ice Blue
24”

SPLASH RINGS
Color Changing Colorfalls are available in 4 sizes,
6”, 12”, 24” and 36” and feature a modular
design that allows you to connect up to five
units to control with one remote. Included
with every Colorfalls is a 12 volt control
module with weather resistant
enclosure and remote
control. With a one year
warranty, energy efficient
LEDs and easy maintenance,
these Colorfalls will be sure to
add elegance to your hardscape.

Colors

24”

Splash Rings keep stones in place and splash at bay with style. As
effective as our splash mats, these 304 stainless steel mesh ovals
are as versatile as they are attractive. Place a SOL LED Light Ring
under the mesh to illuminate the falls from below while hiding
the light from direct view. Available in Brushed Stainless Steel or
Antique Copper Finish and three sizes: 12”, 24” & 36”

12”

24”

With stainless steel mounting
brackets and replaceable,
weatherproof, cast brass lighting fixtures,
Hardscape Lights allow for simple
installation and the ability to replace
lights without having to compromise
the integrity of your wall. Hardscape Lights are
available in 6” and 12” sizes for a variety of projects.
With the capability of being submersed in water or staked into
landscaping, the possibilities are endless with SOL spot lights
and light rings. Create a vibrant atmosphere with Color Changing
lights (48 colors) and control them all by remote! All SOL Lighting
is available in Warm White and Color Changing.

F O U N TA I N B A S I N S
Whether you choose a cored boulder, a ceramic pot or statuary,
Atlantic’s Fountain Basins make it easy to create, plumb and
adjust any water fountain.
Featuring deep plumbing
channels on top of the
basins, easy access
pump chambers and
external flow adjustment
for easy installation
and maintenance.

